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Introduction 
2 scripts were received from 1 centre. Both were second attempts by candidates who were unsuccessful in 
June 2016. The very small entry for this paper means that no reliable statistical conclusions can be drawn 
from this entry. 
 
The question paper was designed to test candidate’s knowledge and understanding of the use of 
Counselling Supervision: Ethical and Legal Issues; and Research in Counselling. 
 
The relevant learning outcomes and assessment criteria are shown below: 
 

LEARNING OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 
Unit Title: Counselling Supervision, Ethical and Legal Issues 

1. Understand theoretical aspects of 
counselling supervision 

1.1 Critically evaluate the different:  
(a) forms  
(b) styles  
(c) models of counselling supervision 
 

2. Understand practical aspects of 
counselling supervision 

2.1 Demonstrate increasing self-awareness 
as a result of the use of counselling 
supervision  

2.2. Analyse how the process of supervision 
can affect the counsellor-client 
relationship and clinical outcomes 

 

3. Understand key ethical and legal issues 
for counsellors 

3.1 Review the impact of key ethical and 
legal issues on counselling practice 

3.2. Critically evaluate working within an 
ethical framework or code of ethics 

 

Unit Title: Research in Counselling 
1.    Understand the field of counselling 

research 
1.1 Review and evaluate key aspects of 

counselling research 
 

 
 
Questions were focused on, though not entirely limited to, the Indicative Content to be found in the 
Qualification Specification. 
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The Mark Scheme for this paper is partly generic, grading responses in terms of Academic Skills and 
Application of Content, at levels of Good Pass, Pass, Borderline and Did Not Achieve.  The Mark Scheme 
also contained examples of content which responses of a Pass standard were considered likely to contain.  
These examples are not prescriptive; examiners are experienced practitioners and are expected to use 
their professional judgment in recognising creditworthy material.   
 
The paper contained a total of 3 questions. 
 

Markers Comments and Feedback 
Overall, the standards achieved by the 2 candidates in this examination were considered by the examiners 
to be similar to comparable tests held elsewhere. In June 2016, these candidates, while they showed a 
degree of sound understanding of the subject, wrote relatively little in the 3 hours available and/or confined 
themselves to very generalised answers with little relevance to the actual questions posed.  This time, both 
produced responses of a significantly improved standard. 
 
Question 1 provided a quotation from a well-known text about the importance of the supervisor/supervisee 
relationship in determining whether supervision is effective or not. Candidates were asked to discuss how 
far they believed this to be true, and to provide examples from their own experience as supervisees.  Both 
candidates provided valuable examples from their own experience. 
 
Question 2 was, on the whole, answered less successfully. It provided a scenario where a counsellor faced 
ethical and legal issues following a client talking about his flatmate’s drug use. One candidate showed a 
reasonably firm grasp of possible legal and ethical issues. Both managed to refer to relevant legislation.  
Relevant ethical principles were applied, although one candidate’s answer was rather limited to a general 
description rather than an application to the scenario.  Nevertheless, there was sufficient for the mark which 
was determined at awarding to be a Pass. 
 
Question 3 invited candidates to discuss their understanding, with examples, of the key features of an 
effective qualitative counselling research interview.  This question was reasonably well tackled by both 
candidates. 
 
Overall, the examiners were pleased with the results from this examination.  There was substantial evidence 
that candidates had reflected on, and benefited from feedback. 
 

Recommendations  
 

Centres are recommended to: 
Encourage candidates to make every effort to answer the actual question posed rather than writing 
generalised accounts of their understanding of the broader subject. 
 
 

 


